Multiplication within 100

Name:

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) A laundry mat washed eight loads of towels with seven towels in each load. How many
towels did they wash total?

2) Lana was making necklaces for her friends. She had four friends who wanted a necklace
and each necklace took four beads. How many bead would she need total?

3) Vanessa's dad took her and some friends out to eat for her birthday. If each meal costs five
dollars and her dad paid for three meals, how much did he spend?

4) Mike was unpacking boxes of toys. If he has four boxes with nine toys in each box, how
many toys does he have all together?

5) A pet store had eight cages of snakes with five snakes in each cage. How many snakes did
the pet store have total?

6) A teacher had four students in her classes. If each student completed seven problems how
many problems would she have to grade?

7) The roller coaster at the state fair costs six tickets per ride. If seven friends were going to
ride the roller coaster, how many tickets would they need?

8) Carol was buying DVDs of her favorite tv series. Each season had five DVDs. If she
bought five seasons how many DVDs did she buy total?

1.

56

2.

16

3.

15

4.

36

5.

40

6.

28

7.

42

8.

25

9.

21

10.

63

11.

48

12.

18

9) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. For every bag he collected he earned three dollars.
If he had collected seven bags, how much money would he have earned?

10) A mailman had to give seven pieces of junkmail to each house on a block. If the block he's
on now has nine houses. How many pieces of junk mail does he need?

11) A delivery driver had to make eight more stops on his route. At each stop he had to drop
off six boxes. How many boxes does he have?

12) There were two people in line waiting for movie tickets. If each of the tickets costs nine
dollars, how much money would be spent?
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Multiplication within 100

Name:

Answer Key

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) A laundry mat washed eight loads of towels with seven towels in
each load. How many towels did they wash total?

2) Lana was making necklaces for her friends. She had four friends
who wanted a necklace and each necklace took four beads. How
many bead would she need total?

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

3) Vanessa's dad took her and some friends out to eat for her birthday.
Equal Groups
If each meal costs five dollars and her dad paid for three meals, how
(Unknown Product)
much did he spend?
4) Mike was unpacking boxes of toys. If he has four boxes with nine
toys in each box, how many toys does he have all together?

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

5) A pet store had eight cages of snakes with five snakes in each cage.
How many snakes did the pet store have total?

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

6) A teacher had four students in her classes. If each student completed
Equal Groups
seven problems how many problems would she have to grade?
(Unknown Product)
7) The roller coaster at the state fair costs six tickets per ride. If seven
friends were going to ride the roller coaster, how many tickets
would they need?

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

8) Carol was buying DVDs of her favorite tv series. Each season had
Equal Groups
five DVDs. If she bought five seasons how many DVDs did she buy
(Unknown Product)
total?
9) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. For every bag he collected
he earned three dollars. If he had collected seven bags, how much
money would he have earned?

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

10) A mailman had to give seven pieces of junkmail to each house on a
block. If the block he's on now has nine houses. How many pieces
of junk mail does he need?

Equal Groups
(Unknown Product)

1.

56

2.

16

3.

15

4.

36

5.

40

6.

28

7.

42

8.

25

9.

21

10.

63

11.

48

12.

18

11) A delivery driver had to make eight more stops on his route. At each
Equal Groups
stop he had to drop off six boxes. How many boxes does he have?
(Unknown Product)
12) There were two people in line waiting for movie tickets. If each of
the tickets costs nine dollars, how much money would be spent?
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Multiplication within 100

Name:

Solve each problem.

Answers

15

63

40

28

42

1.

56

56

36

16

25

21

2.

16

3.

15

4.

36

5.

40

6.

28

7.

42

8.

25

9.

21

10.

63

1) A laundry mat washed 8 loads of towels with 7 towels in each load. How many towels did
they wash total?

2) Lana was making necklaces for her friends. She had 4 friends who wanted a necklace and
each necklace took 4 beads. How many bead would she need total?

3) Vanessa's dad took her and some friends out to eat for her birthday. If each meal costs 5
dollars and her dad paid for 3 meals, how much did he spend?

4) Mike was unpacking boxes of toys. If he has 4 boxes with 9 toys in each box, how many
toys does he have all together?

5) A pet store had 8 cages of snakes with 5 snakes in each cage. How many snakes did the
pet store have total?

6) A teacher had 4 students in her classes. If each student completed 7 problems how many
problems would she have to grade?

7) The roller coaster at the state fair costs 6 tickets per ride. If 7 friends were going to ride
the roller coaster, how many tickets would they need?

8) Carol was buying DVDs of her favorite tv series. Each season had 5 DVDs. If she bought
5 seasons how many DVDs did she buy total?

9) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. For every bag he collected he earned 3 dollars. If
he had collected 7 bags, how much money would he have earned?

10) A mailman had to give 7 pieces of junkmail to each house on a block. If the block he's on
now has 9 houses. How many pieces of junk mail does he need?
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